
Multimedia databases in education�Gerrit HiddinkCentre for Telematics and Information TechnologyUniversity of TwenteMay 26, 19971 IntroductionIn the Idylle project, which stands for Innovative Distributed Learning En-vironments, research is conducted to the applicability of the latest Informa-tion Technology in educational settings1(IDYLLE, 1996). The Idylle projectconsists of �ve multidisciplinary subprojects, one of which studies the de-sign, implementation and application of distributed educational multimediadatabases. This paper will �rst shortly describe how the application of mul-timedia databases in educational settings can be envisoned. After that, theeducational problems that are encountered are described, followed by prob-lems that �nd their origin in the computer science discipline. Finally, thesubareas this research focusses on are given.2 Multimedia databases in education2.1 EnvironmentApplying new technologies allows us to devise a rich learning environment :an environment in which students have access to a wide variety of learningmaterials in all kinds of forms. There are a number of di�erent kinds ofmaterials that can be o�ered by such an environment. Firstly, it can o�ernon-didactical material: knowledge in a more or less pure form such as sci-enti�c papers, mathematical formula sheets, physics laws, etcetera. It canalso provide information about all kinds of areas, for example information�presented at the DOLLS meeting May 13th 1997 at the University of Twente1Idylle is a project of the Centre for Telematics and Information Technology (CTIT).1



about chemical substances, mechanical properties of metals and plastics orastronomical data. Thirdly, it can allow the learner to receive instructionabout certain topics, in the form of explanation { exercize { practice se-quences (Reigeluth, 1983; Reigeluth & Stein, 1983; Merrill, 1983). Finally,the learner can �nd active objects, for example simulations or virtual reality(VR) environments.The environment will be presented in a natural way, hiding the fact thatit makes extensive use of database queries, computer networks to retrievedata, helper applications to play multimedia datastreams etcetera. Theenvironment will be equipped with navigational tools to retrieve relatedmaterial.2.2 RolesIn this environment, persons can work in three roles: learner, teacher anddeveloper. Each person can be assigned access to one or more of the roles.Learners will use the environment to gain knowledge in several learningmodes: he (or she) can explore the learning materials using the navigationaltools, for example to �nd information for an assignment they got either fromthe teacher or from the environment itself. Furthermore, the environmentcan provide experiential learning, using VR techniques and simulations (refconstructivism). Finally, they can engage in a more drill-and-practice tuto-rial learning mode.The role of teacher can be seen as the \manager of the educational pro-cess": he (or she) monitors the activities of the learners, either using audittrails maintainted by the learning environment, or in real life by observingthe learners in the classroom. The teacher guides the learners, answeringquestions which the digital learning environment cannot answer, or giv-ing directions where and how learning material can be found. Also, theteacher can operate master switches to switch on or o� certain data areasof the database; for example areas that are too di�cult to understand fora certain group of learners, or for selecting speci�c areas that are of specialinterest. To do this, the teacher should be able to retrieve learning materialfrom the database, using speci�c information about his learning context (eg.course, topic in course, educational level, preferred learning mode etcetera).The process of selecting and switching is called con�guring the databasecontents.The developer designs learning material, collects or creates material, andenters it into the database, properly labeled so that the learning environment2



can �nd it back when needed. Note that a teacher as a person (not a role) canassume the role of developer to actualise his learning material, for exampleby adding a video clip of a news broadcast to illustrate a certain topic.2.3 Multiple useA main topic in developing the concept of this learning environment andits associated mechanisms and design principles, is the desire to design thesystem such that (expensive) multimedia material is a reusable as possible,within certain bounds of usability. The more material is reused, the lowerthe costs per use are. The underlying database should be shared by a largegroup of teachers and developers: the larger the database, the higher theprobability that a teacher can �nd speci�c learning material that suits hisneeds. In the most ideal case, the database would be shared by teachers anddevelopers around the world.3 Educational problemsAs said before, teachers should be able to con�gure the contents of thedatabase. Also, developers need to enter learning material. The questionthat arises is: what is the nature of the units that are manipulated whileentering and con�guring database content? Answering this question dependson two other questions: in what way should the teacher be able to operatethe master switches? and how can a teacher be enabled to select speci�clearning material?. These questions should be answered keeping in mindthe mental models teachers have of their task. This model should �rst beassessed using techniques from the discipline of Cognitive Ergonomy.The concept that has been developed in the project to describe theseunits is the concept of a Unit of Learning Material (ULM), see Hiddink(1997). As ULMs have to be used by a multitude of people in a multitudeof educational contexts, it is hard to prescribe bounds for the size (granu-larity) of the ULMs. Di�erent people may have di�erent conceptions as towhat a unit is. Ignoring this conception may cause rejection of the learningenvironment by these people, as it doesn't conform to the way they wishto manipulate learning material. So everything a certain person in a cer-tain context regards to be a unit of learning material really is a Unit ofLearning Material. For this person in this context, the ULM has a certaineducational function for a certain educational level. The function will be to3



(implicitly) transfer knowledge about a certain subject area to the learner.These observations will help us determine the nature of ULMs.
4 Computer science problemsIf a lot of di�erent people have to have access to a large database, whichhas to make sure material can be found back appropriately, then the waymaterial is stored has to be standardized. ULMs can be regarded as AbstractData Types, on which formal functions can be applied (e.g. present()for video and audio, reset parameters() for a simulation etcetera). As aspeci�cation of the \ULM standard" has to be unambiguous, it has to bespeci�ed in a formal language like SQL3 or HyTime. The latter is especiallydesigned to specify time relations between components, eg. \this audiostream has to start one second after the video has started".A library with the de�nition of the ULM Abstract Data Type may be im-plemented as a DataBlade which can be used to enable the Illustra databaseto handle educational objects and operations on them.A second problem is the order in which query results have to be presentedif there are too many to present on the screen. A measure for \expectedusability" has to be determined, and the results should be sorted in order ofthis measure. One way this may be done is by using Bayesian networks. ABayesian network is a network of events and causal relations between them.Whenever an event happens, there is a speci�c statistical probability thatits postdecessor will also happen. So the usability could be calculated as theprobability that a particular result is usable, given the fact that its attributesmatch (some of) the values stated for these attributes in the search query.The developer can then �rst examine the results that are most probablyusable, without wasting time on (relatively) useless results.One may wonder what the relation is between the appoach taken hereand \standard" information retrieval problems. We think that by takingadvantage of the extra information we have about the intended use of theretrieved material (which subject area, which educational level, which learn-ing mode) we can more e�ectively and e�ciently retrieve learning materialthan is the case in situations where this information about intended use isnot available. 4



5 ResearchIn short, the research of the current subproject will focus on the followingquestions:� What is the nature of Units of Learning Material?� In what ways can a teacher select material from the database, andwhich of these is the best?� In what ways can a teacher deal with master switches to con�gurelearning material, and which of these is the best?The answer to the �rst question will be given using a formal speci�cationlanguage, with the speci�c purpose of producing a standard speci�cation ofUnits of Learning Material and the functions on them.The answer to the second and the third question will be given using aprototype that will be iteratively tested using (for example) protocolizedcase studies.ReferencesHiddink, G. (1997). Developing the concept of units of learning material inmultimedia educational databases.IDYLLE. (1996). Werkplan idylle (Tech. Rep.). Centre for Telematics andInformation Technology.Merrill, M. D. (1983). Component display theory. In C. M. Reigeluth (Ed.),Instructional design: theories and models. an overview of their currentstatus. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.Reigeluth, C. M. (1983). Instructional design: theories and models. anoverview of their current status. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence ErlbaumAssociates.Reigeluth, C. M., & Stein, F. S. (1983). The elaboration theory of instruc-tion. In C. M. Reigeluth (Ed.), Instructional design: theories andmodels. an overview of their current status. Hillsdale, NJ: LawrenceErlbaum Associates. 5


